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� e RA Nationals 
- Manor Park August 28th - 30th 2010
Racing for the Forbes Trophy
The 2010 RA Nationals were hosted 
by Manor Park Model Yacht club and 
attracted thirty-three skippers including 
two overseas competitors. The 
competition was necessarily managed 
in heats – actually 54 heats over the full 
three day period. Before going on to 
describe the racing you should know 
that a new Trophy was presented at this 
meeting kindly donated by Ken Binks, 
for the skipper sailing in the largest 
number of heats. It was won by Chris 
Durant by completing a total of 26 
heats from the 54! Now to the racing. 
The weather is best described as 
being ‘four seasons in one’, with high 
winds putting a premium on good gear 
preparation at one moment, and light 
breezes in top suits towards the end 

Day 1. Fresh but variable Westerlies 
test the fl eet. The gusting conditions 
tested the gear and the rescue boats 
were kept busy. At this stage Chris 
Harris and Peter Wiles, are separated 
by one point only, with Derek Priestley, 
Robert Walsh and Brad Gibson 
following some ten points adrift

Day 2. Squalls and showers 
again take their toll on the fl eet, and 
the competitors are glad to take 
opportunities to dry out. Chris Harris 
has a bad day because of gear failures 
and drops down the order to third 

allowing Peter Wiles to come through 
in the lead with Robert Walsh in third 
place; Derek and Brad are still in 
contention.

Final day. The wind fi nally begins 
to die away and the event is to fi nish 
under top rigs, in a nail biting drifter 
between Peter Wiles and Derek 
Priestley both in contention for the 
championship and separated by the 
narrowest of margins. In a classic 
fi nishing beat, and after the two 
skippers had split tacks, Derek on Port 
was forced below the fi nish mark as 
Peter came through Starboard to take 
the Championship. Robert Walsh sailed 
into third place, the fi rst three home 
separated by three points after three 
days racing! Chris Harris came home 
fourth to be followed by Brad Gibson 
and Martin Roberts. 

Race Offi cer Peter Moore and his 
team ran an excellent series and the 
prizes were awarded by Manor Park 
Commodore Dave Higgins

Full details of the racing together 
with a complete table of results can 
be found here: www.ranationals2010.
blogspot.com

I am indebted to Darin Ballington 
for help with this material. Ed.

Peter Wiles takes the championship

Closing in at the start

Somtimes it blew, sometimes calm!
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